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Are YOU Ready For Spring Weekend 90?
8 on Thursday. Friday the will DJ for most of the day.
Oozeball preliminaries will Oozeball will continue
It's a bird. It's a plane, no begin. This year about fifty throughout the day. Starting
it's Spring Weekend 1990. teams (unofficial) are partici- at noon the band "Broken
Spring Weekend is almost pating. After the Oozeball English" will be performing.
here and it should be a blast. games the movie "Creatures Also at noon you can get a
Events this year will start on from the Black Lagoon" in 3- caricature sketch done of
Thursday. April 5 and con- D will be shown. The glasses yourself for only $2. At 12:30
tinue to Sunday. April 8. Lots will be given out before the Photo Star will be ready for
of events have been planned movie starts at 9.
people to come get their
Saturday is going to be real picture on the front of a
and fun should be had by all
the students, perspective stu- busy. The chili cookoff starts magazine for only 2 bucks.
at 9. Twenty-eight clubs have There will be ten covers to
dents and guests.
To start off the weekend signed up and that is a choose from. At 1 you can
Jeff Allen, a comedian, will be record. Way to goll! The chill take a hot air balloon ride for
performing in Lancer Cafe" at will be Judged at noon. WLCX free. The Catalinas. the
By SARAH RAFFETTO

ROTC Endures FLX Challenge
By LIZ RUSSELL
"High speed, hard core!"
These exclamations described
the spirit of the Army ROTC
at Longwood College. University of Richmond, and Virginia Commonwealth University.
The Army ROTC Department went to Fort AP. Hill on
Friday, March 3 through
Sunday, April 1. for a field
leadership exercise, otherwise
known as FLX. We arrived at
Fort A.P. Hill on Friday at
1730 hours (5:30 p.m.), set
up camp, and drew our
MRE's (meals ready to eat)
which seemed like they were
made in the 1940s. That
night we learned how to prepare a Swiss seat which we
would later use during rappelling.
On Saturday, the military
science
freshmen
and
sophomores (MSI and MSII's)
went out to the survival
course which included different safety and survival training sessions such as: fire
safety, food and water survival, shelter, rope bridges,
knots, and terrain features.
That afternoon we rappelled off the 40-foot tower
and helicopter skid which
proved to be fun and exciting,

Longwood ROTC Cadet Scott Prickett undergoes
small unit infantry tactical training at the FLX.
even though some of us performed remarkably. Debanged into the tower or spite the cold and rain, they
turned upside down. Sergeant kept each others' spirits up.
Swearengen shared his They did everything in the inthoughts on rappelllng: "No clement weather they were
one got hurt and we qualified scheduled to do and kept
forty people to rappell out of themselves having a good
the helicopter on Wednesday." time."
Colonel Nally was quoted in
saying. "The freshmen and
Continued on Page 4
sophomores who attended

Spring Weekend

synchronized swim team, will
perform two shows, at noon
and at 2. The performance
will be in Lancer pool, of
course. During dinner Wayne
Routolo, a singer, will be Deforming. He will start at 5 and
go until 7. Then In only one
short hour the band "B.S. &
M." will be on stage from 8 to
11. As a tradition the "Rocky
Horror Picture Show" will be
shown at midnight. What a
long and eventful day to say
the least.
After a good night's sleep

the fun starts again. Oozeball
finals will start the day off.
With the band "Glass Camel
starting at 2 and The Yams
from Outer Space" performing
at 4 and playing until 6. Dinner will be served outside so
that you can enjoy your meal
with some music.
A busy weekend has been
planned and all should go
well. All events are located on
Lankford and Stubbs mall.
The rain location is Lankford
Student Union. Just remember to think NO RAIN!!!

Wells Urges
Environmental
Awareness
By SHERRY GATEWOOD
Dr. Wells, one of our biology professors, gave a lecture
Wednesday night about the
harmful effects of pesticides
and other synthetic chemicals
on our nation's wildlife. In
1958. a wide variety of pesticides and herbicide chemicals
came on the market and
these were hailed as a cureall for common pests. Rachel
Carson, a prominent author
of the time, became concerned about the harmful effects of these substances
when she received a distressing letter from a friend.
Carson researched the issue
and wrote a book entitled
Silent Spring which explained
what these pesticides were
doing to our environment. Her
book created a huge fervor
and
a
backlash
of
governmental criticism.
Studies were conducted nationwide which discounted
her findings and companies
continued their production of
DDT and chloronated hydrocarbons. After years of use. it
was discovered that these
compounds caused birth defects, cancer, and even death
in humans.
Insects quickly became
immune to these substances

and therefore production of
new ones increased. New
mutations of pests spread
and the problem escalated. In
1955, pesticide sprayings
were being conducted in
Michigan
and massive
amounts of dead robins soon
began appearing. For three
years no-one understood
what was causing these
mysterious deaths until
someone connected the two
events.
A barrage of laws have
since been passed with the
help of the Environmental
Protection Agency to help
control dangerous pesticides
and herbicides. Unfortunately, these have mostly
been ineffective. With each
passing year, the public's
awareness of environmental
hazards becomes heightened.
Hopefully the future will bring
a more environmentally safe
world for animals as well as
humans.
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Letters to the Editor
Editor
Communication is a vital
aspect of life and Longwood is
lacking this aspect. Longwood
emphasizes to the students to
be more informed of the world
around us, but how can we
be informed If they never tell
us anything? It's not Just the
students who are not Informed, but also the faculty
and staff. Also the faculty and
staff get notices at the last
: minute.
Some examples of noncommunication are not being
told about the phone system
until we got back from
Christmas break. We would
not have known about the
phone codes unless we went
to the front desk and saw the
information. Also not being
told how and/or when the
phone bills were being issued
and only having a week to pay
the phone bill. Telecommunications Center should realize
that college students do not
always have the money ready
in a week, especially when
some of us are being paid by
Longwood. This brings me to
another example of noncommunications; pay checks.
Sometimes the pay periods
are changed and students are
not notified. For example, the
week before spring break. I
had to call payroll to find out
that we would receive our

paychecks that Friday (March
9) instead of March 15. I Informed others who were unaware of the change. A few
other things that the students
were not told of until the last
minute are:
— the hot water pipe break
— dining hall changing the
time of opening doors on special occasions
— saving the halls for next
year
— graduation starting time
— being short of credits to
graduate
—
construction
of
Grainger, staff and students
not knowing about room
changes
— how our money is being
spent
I don't know about my fellow classmates but lack of
communication bothers me
especially when Longwood
stresses students to communicate when Longwood
stresses students to communicate when the college Itself
does not. I feel that Longwood
needs to work with the students on better communicating with them. I was Just
wondering If anybody else
(faculty, staff and students)
were bothered by tills?
A concerned student
Tammy Helm

tlons."
Okay, says me, is there a
better
way to decide on Miss
him endure the perklness ex- America,
or Miss Longwood
uding from the stage. He may for that matter?
even wash the ludes down
"Well. If you ask me. I'd
with some codeine. I've asked take all of the contestants
him why he plans on going If
G,vc .em
he needs to be bombedI Just to ^ ^ dresseg ^ — each
of 'em to take a turn promeSays Paul "Its the: Ameri"one b
about ^
n way ... besides, its a lot
*.
..„ii«.»—
H«..O«
audience douses
f
fun
watching
chicks
ingraQ
them with such nasty things
tlate themselves."
as paint, and chitlins'. and
In what way are they In- calf livers. The last one to cry
gratiating themselves. I ask. wins."
"Oh come on.man. don't be
I was shocked. Imagine my
a twit. Looklt, these ladies friend willingly humiliating
want the title for whatever pageant contestants. Then
twisted reason, and they are again. Paul Augen can see
willing to put on charm not to further than I. at times. I
mention a swlmsuit in order think he's been reading
to have it. You're not seeing Stephen King. "Truth be
real women up there. You're known", says Paul. "I could
seeing automatons going take a — load of agony for
through the practiced mo- two thousand bucks."

LONGWOOD COLLEGE
SPRING HOUSING SIGN-UP
1990
April 6

Roommate Search Surveys due in the Housing
Office.

April 9

Single room and off-campus lottery decision letters
to be mailed.

April 9

FAR. — in the Red, White and Green Room at
7:00 p.m.

April 10

Pre-arranged sing-up sheets due to Housing Office
by noon.
Fraternity/Sorority
Special Interest
RA Room mates//Suitemates
Saved Floor (Optional)

April 17

In-residence hall room selection
7:00 p.m. Saved floors by class and lottery number.
7:30 p.m. in-hall only by class and lottery number.
8:00 p.m. in-hall with outsiders by dass and lottery
number.

April 23

Changeof-Residence hall room selection —
Conference Room 2 - Lankford Hall
7:00 p.m. rising seniors by lottery number
7:30 p.m. rising juniors by lottery number
8:00 p.m. rising sophomores by lottery number

April 27

Late Room Sign-up
10:0O a.m. Housing Office. Tabb Hall
First come - First served

Chiffon is Tax Deductible
By JIM WOOD
My friend Paul Augen attended the Miss Longwood
Pageant Saturday last; with
him went a seersucker suit
and a pint of Pepe Lopez. The
affair lasted longer than the
tequila and by the time Miss
Louisiana had played her
banjo, old Paul was feeling
kind of strange. The big moment rolled around, but all
my friend could worry about
was the heavy perfume of
what smelled to be a whole
florist's shop. Mental drumroll, tah-dahl Miss Longwood!
Cameras flash, girls cry. and
amidst the cheerful cacophony a lone splat is lost.
The new Miss Longwood is
none other than Amy Lynn
Church. A theater major.
Miss Church has Intimated

Joy in proving her ability to
entertain. She put the other
contestants to shame with
her comic dance routine
"Sam. You Made the Pants
Too Long". I asked Paul what
he thought of the dance and
amazed him with the fact that
Amy Church was the only
person on stage. Sometimes
the old Augen ain't reliable.
"Aside from wretching up
tequila", said Paul. "I thoroughly enjoyed the pageant."
"There she is ... Miss
America"
Miss Longwood will be in
Roanoke come July, representing her school at the Miss
Virginia Pageant. Paul has already made plans to attend,
but no Pepe this time. Instead. Mr. Augen will take a
good dose of qualudes to help

NOTE: Anyone looking for a roommate, please come by the
Housing Office and complete a roommate survey by April 6,
1990.

Let Longwood know what's on your
mind. Write a Letter to the Editor, Box
1133.
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ROTUNDA
POLICY
The opinions expressed in
The Rotunda are not
necessarily
those
of
Longwood College,
its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns,
letters, and cartoons represent the view of their author.
Unsigned editorials represent
the majority opinion of the
editorial board.
All letters to the Editor
must be signed, typed or
printed neatly, and state the
author's years. The Editor
and staff reserve the right to
edit any material submitted
for publication.
Any contributions should
be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1133. Deadline for
articles if 4:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date and these should
be placed in the envelope on
the Publication door in
Lankford. Letters, personals.
etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since
1920 by the students of
Longwood College, The
Rotunda is an American
Scholastic Press Association
award winning newspaper.
Questions or comments
should be directed to our
main office at Box 1133 or
(804)395-2120.
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News
Three Qualify for Forensics Tournament
Three Longwood College
students — Mary Robyn
Adams. David Richards and
William "Jiggers" Turner —
have qualified for national
tournaments In forensics.
Ms. Adams, a Junior from
Chase City and Australia,
took second place In Impromptu speaking at Seton
Hall University over spring
break. That tournament featured 24 colleges. She has
other wins In a tournament at
American University and two
tournaments at George
Mason University.
She is eligible to compete
in the American Forensic Association national tournament at the University of Alabama, and also the National
Forensic Association national
tournament at Mankato State
University in Minnesota. She
plans to compete in both
tournaments, which are in
April.
Richards, a Junior from
Richmond, and Turner, a senior from Cllnchco. were finalists (sixth place) In duointerpretation in a tournament at George Mason, also
over spring break. That tournament, the last qualifying
tournament of the year, was
an eight-state competition.
They also qualified for both
national tournaments, but

Ms. Adams, an English
major. Is the first recipient of
the G. G. Wade Scholarship.
She Is a graduate of
Southside
Virginia
Community College, where
she had a perfect 4.0 average,
and last semester, her first at
Longwood, she earned
another 4.0. In her native
Australia, she was a member
of the Tasmanian State
Debating Team.
Richards, a theatre major,
portrayed Romeo In th<
Longwood Players' production
of "Romeo and Juliet." and he
has appeared in other plays
at Longwood. including
"Androcles and the Lion" and
"Lyslstrata." He played the
lead In the Waterworks Players' production of "Biloxi
Blues" in February. He is a
member of the Camerata
Singers and the Concert
Choir.
Richards Is playing Biff In the
Waterworks Players' production of "Death of a Salesman" at the same time.
Therefore, he and Turner will
David Richards (from left). Mary-Robyn Adams and William diggers lurner. uiree
compete only In the tournaLongwood students who qualified for both national forensics tournaments.
ment at Mankato.
Players' productions.
certification In stage fighting. Full of Gold."
Turner, a music major who
During his Junior year. He also spent three months
The team Is coached by Dr.
can play 11 instruments, is a Turner did a four-month In- with the Richmond Theatre
Nancy Haga. associate
member of the Camerata temship at the Pennsylvania Company, traveling with the professor and chair of the
Singers. Concert Choir, and Renaissance Falre near Har- children's theater group — Speech and Theatre departJazz Band. He also has ap- risburg. where he sang, acted one of his stops was on the ment.
peared in several Longwood in plays, and began to earn Longwood stage In "Shoes

Lloyd to Speak on
"Diversity in
the Workplace"

Ms. Kate Rand Lloyd former Editor of "Working Women"
Kate Rand Lloyd, former charge.
editor of Working Woman,
Ms. Lloyd Is a noted auVogue, and Clamour maga- thority on women's interests
zines, will be at Woodrow as they break old patterns in
Wilson Visiting Fellow on the the work force. She has lecLongwood College campus the tured throughout the U.S.
first week In April.
and has taught at Columbia
She will give a lecture on University's Graduate School
Tuesday, April 3, at 8 p.m. In of Journalism and at New
Bedford Auditorium. Her York University's School of
topic is "Diversity in the Continuing Education.
Workplace." The lecture Is
A native of Minneapolis,
open to the public free of Ms. Lloyd was graduated cum

laude from Bryn Mawr College.
After serving as managing
editor of both Vogue and
Clamour, Ms. Lloyd became
editor-in-chief of Working
Woman in 1977. During her
six years In that position, the
magazine's circulation grew
from 100,000 to more than
600.000. Annual advertising
revenue topped $15 million.
Ms. Lloyd is a member of
the board of the National
Commission on Working
Women, the Planned Parenthood Federation of America,
the Women's Forum Inc., Advertising Women of New York,
the Child Care Action
Campaign, and many other
organizations. She is co-chalr
of the Public Advisory Council
of the Business and
Professional Women's Foundation.
A resident of New York
City. Ms. Lloyd is married to
John Davis Lloyd. They have
three children and two
grandchildren.

Blood Drive
a Success
By DENISE DAUBENSPECK
The Blood Drive, sponsored
by Gelst. was held March 22
and 23. in the Red. White,
and Green room of the Student Union. The organization
set its goal for 100 units.
They had 190 people sign-up
to give blood. Unfortunately,
the requirement for measle
boosters prevented some
donors from giving.
The event was sponsored
by Gelst. but other organizations donated their time and
services. Among them were
the Ambassadors, Sigma
Kappa, TKE. Delta Sigma Phi,
Apo, Psi Chi and the Student
Union.
In order for persons to give
blood, they must follow a

specific procedure. First, they
must be registered. During
the procedure the prospective
donor is given a brochure
published by the American
Red Cross detailing who
shouldn't give blood and
points for the patients' safety.
After reading the brochure,
their temperature is taken
and they pass to the medical
history part of the process.
The next step is the
hemoglobin test. If the donor
passes all the tests, they are
allowed to give blood. After
donating, the donor is required to drink an extra four
glasses of non-alcoholic liquids. The entire process takes
approximately forty-five minutes.

Student Assistance
Student Assistance is now
accepting applications for
scholarships, fellowships,
grants and loans for the
1990-1991 school year.
According to the president
of Student Assistance. Mark
Caffey, millions of dollars
available to
students
for financial aid go unclaimed
each year.
Caffey believes Student

Assistance will help many
students. "Education should
not be prohibited because of
cost", he added.
If you are a high school
student or college student
and would like to fill out an
application, please send a
self-addressed-stamped envelope to: Student Assistance.
P.O. Box 57037. Webster.
Texas 77598.
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News-

College Tuition Rise
Dupury
Will Slow in 90s
Wright Named Editor
Speaks
on
Of The Virginian
"Women
Helping
Women"

Even as schools around
the contry announce hefty
new tuition hikes for next
year, tuition won't rise as fast
during the rest of the 1990s
as It did the past decade, a
new study predicts.
"There are many favorable
things happening all at once"
to keep tuition Increases from
rising sharply, said economist
Carol Frances.
Frances cited slight Increases In state appropriations for public campuses
and in public support for
financial aid. In addition,
most institutions have almost
finished raising their faculty
members' salaries to levels
that are competitive with private Industry.
"The rate In year-to-year
change (in tuition) peaked In
the 1980s." Frances said. "If
you look back, the slowdown
in state funding in the early
80s is when tuition increased
so rapidly.''
Frances, who conducted
the study for the American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities, the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, the
American Association of
University Professors and the

Association of Urban Universities, predicts yearly tuition
increases of about 7 percent
during the next few years.
Tuition hikes averaged 12
percent annually in the early
80s and have dropped to
about 8 percent in the last
three years, she reports.
Even so. while many campuses boast their tuition
hikes for the 1990-91 year
are the lowest in 15 years,
students at most schools can
still say they pay a lot more
for college than their predecessors.
For example, students at
Loyola University In New Orleans will pay 216 percent
more in 1990-91 than did
students who attended In
1983-84. Similarly, students
who attended Duke University in 1979 paid $4,230 annually, compared to $12,800
for the 1989-91 year.
Other schools that have
announced tuition increases
for the next academic year include the universities of Tennessee, New Mexico and Miami. Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and Syracuse.
Stanford. Wesleyan, Pacific
Lutheran and West Virginia
universities, to name a few.

Grainger Gets Facelift
By SHERRY GATEWOOD slower iiian was expected,
Grainger Is one of the old- but the work was still comest buildings on our campus. pleted before the approved
Last year. It celebrated its deadline. Our new windows
centennial anniversary and are specially designed to preplans were made to begin vent water leakage which had
renovation on it. With the become a serious problem
help of Mrs. Arritt. the Physi- with the old ones.
cal Plant architect, a crew
Over the next few months,
was hired to replace the the building's Interior will be
crumbling mortar between completly gutted and rebuilt.
the bricks and Install 126 Air conditioning will also be
new windows.
Installed in order to make the
The work took five months building more comfortable
but due to inclement weather, during the summer months. If
the building stood untouched all goes as planned, the
for most of December. The building will be ready for use
small size of the construction sometime during the acacrew made the progress demic year.

FLX Challenge
Continued From Page 1
Dressed In total camouflage, the Juniors (MSII's) performed a deliberate ambush
against the senior aggressors
(MSIV's). They achieved a
link-up which is the terminology for two units making
contact and meeting in the
woods without prior planning.
The Juniors established a patrol base, assaulted a bunker
Sunday morning, and walked
4000 meters of tackling (area
of training). Captain Carson
quoted."I spent Saturday.
Saturday night, and Sunday
with the Juniors as the Cadre
Evaluator. Despite the elements they did an outstanding Job of performing their

tactical missions."
The seniors played the enemy against the Juniors who
will be the cadets going to
Camp All-American at Fort
Bragg. The senior cadets, led
by Greg Bowman, set up four
bunkers on Saturday and
manned them throughout the
nights in hopes of an opposing Junior force.
All in all. we came back
tired, hungry, and damp, but
the experience was well-worth
the fun. Come show your
support as the ROTC cadets
test their courage as they
rappell from the helicopter on
Wednesday. April 4. You can't
miss them, they'll be hovering
over Her Field.

By SHERRY GATEWOOD
Linda Wright is the editor
of our yearbook. The Virginian. She Is a sophomore
Elementary Education major.
Miss Wright has served on the
yearbook committee for two
years now, volunteering her
time as a photographer,
assistant editor, and now, editor. Although this Job demands a large portion of her
time, she feels that the time
management and inter-personal skills she is acquiring
will be of great benefit in the
future.
Among Miss Wright's du-

ties as editor, she must delegate committee responsibilities, run meetings, and finalize the yearbook layout. Next
year, she hopes to start a
yearbook club. Amongst her
many extracurricular activities, Linda greatly enjoys her
position. She states that it
has helped her to "grow as an
individual" and "acquire
leadership skills." Her personal goal as editor is to increase student and faculty
morale towards The Virginian.
She comments, "after aM. it is
the history of Longwood."

"Building a Strong
Family" Topic of
Goldman Lecture
Dr. Vinston Goldman, a
practicing psychologist and
assistant professor at North
Carolina State University, will
speak at Hampden-Sydney
College on the topic of
"Building a Strong Family:
The Role of Communication."
The lecture will take place on
Monday. March 26. at 7:30
p.m.. in the Crawley Forum,
and is free and open to the
public.
Dr. Goldman graduated
cum laude from HampdenSydney In 1975. interned at
the Duke University Medical
Center, and received his
Ph.D. in Psychology from the
University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill.
A clinical psychologist. Dr.
Goldman has specialized in
the treatment of aggressive
and delinquency-prone children at the C.A. Dillon
Training School in North
Carolina, where he was an
administrator and clinical
director. He has been a psychological consultant to a
number of North Carolina
counties, on aggressive children and troubled families. A
native of Cullen. Dr. Goldman
is married to the former Cecelia Wells, and has two children. Ryan who is twelve and
Shawn who is eight.

Summer School
In San Jose'
You can enjoy summer
session courses on the San
Jose State University campus
this summer, with early
sessions beginning May 29.
and all sessions completed by
August 17.
San Jose State University
is open to all students during
summer — you do not have to
be formally admitted to the
university to enroll in summer courses. High school
students can take courses
with prior counselor approval.
The campus is located 50
miles south of San Francisco,
in a major urban setting.
Summer housing and food
service Is available for those
who want to live on campus
while attending classes
during the summer.
Summer session courses
meet for 3. 6. 9. or 12 weeks.
You can learn a language.

study science, Improve
your computer skills, or try
something totally new! Test
preparation, special photography field sessions, travel
tours in California and
around the world, and Field
Studies in Natural History are
also offered.
First advance registration
deadline Is May 10 for classes
beginning May 29. For a free
schedule of classes, with all
sessions and classes outlined,
call (408) 924-2600 or write:
Summer Session, Office of
Continuing Education, San
Jose State University, San
Jose. CA 95192-0135. The
schedule lists registration
deadlines for all courses, fees
for all courses and related
campus information on
housing and other campus
concerns.

By DENISE DAUBENSPECK
Laura Dupury. Domestic
Assistant Attorney, presented
the lecture 'Woman Helping
Woman" on March 19. in
Bedford Auditorium. She discussed the changing role of
women in society, the types of
women she works with, and
programs established for
these women.
Dupury pointed out that
society has chosen to be male
dominated, and women are
expected to be masculine and
analytic in order to succeed.
She expressed to outgrow
their feminity, but is opti
mistic that this stereotype will
die out. She commented that
as women gain a larger voice
In society and government,
things will change. One spe
clfic piece of advice she gives
her listeners is to never apologize for the part that Is compassionate, emotional, and
caring. Instead use your emotions and a tool for success.
As a Domestic Assistant
Attorney she works with the
Legal Aid department. Her
clients mainly consist of the
poor and abused. In addition
to being an attorney she is on
the Board of DAY (a program
established to help needy
women. This program deals
with victims of discriminating
practices and domestic violence. Carlys Taylor. Executive Director of DAY. and
Dupury offer the victims public assistance for a short period of time while the victim
decides what to do. The program tries to show women
that they are respected for
facing their problems and not
running away.
James Scott, a coach in
the Prince Edward School
system, has helped this program by donating his time
and experience In a summer
program for the victims young
boys. He got the kids Involved
in sports and had long discussions with them. The next
step is to set up programs for
young girls.
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News

Final Concert
This year's final Chamber
Music concert at Longwood
College will feature the
Shanghai String Quartet on
Monday evening. April 9, at 8
o'clock In Wygal Recital Hall.
Hailed by New York Times
critic John Rockwell as
"among the finest young foursomes of the day," the Shanghai Quartet Includes brothers
Wei-Gang Li and Hong-Gang
U, violins, Zheng Wang, viola,
and Kathe Jarka, cello.
Their program at Longwood will showcase Haydn's
Quartet
in
D
Majot
Mendelssohn's Andante anc
Scherzo, Beethoven's Quarte,
In E-Jlat, plus Song of tht
Chin written in 1982 b>
Zhou Long.
Wang and the Li brothers
are natives of the People's Republic of China. They are the
children of professional musicians and began their musical studies at an early age. All
three studied at the Shanghai
Conservatory of Music.
Ms. Jarka is an American.
She was born in Montana and
studied as a scholarship student at the Juilliard School of
Music and In London as a
Fulbrlght Scholar.
The Quartet, formed in
1983 at the Shanghai
Conservatory, rapidly gained

Formed in 1983 at the Shanghai Conservatory, the Shanghai Quartet is rapidly
emerging as one of today's leading young string quartets. Last season they
performed over fifty concerts.

Centel Offering
Summer Internships
Longwood business majors
are encouraged to apply for
two eight-week summer internships with Centel of Virginia's regional office in
Charlottesville.
In one internship, a student will work In the Regulatory/Planning Department.
The Intern will Identify economic indicators that can be
used In forecasting.
The other internship is In
the Customer Services Department. That Intern will
identify markets and strategies for selling and promoting
specific products and services.
In both internships, the
student will earn academic
credit and a wage of $5.44
per hour. The internships will
begin May 21 or 28.
A student must have
earned at least 68 credits and
have a cumulative GPA of 2.5
or better.
The Internship program,
part of the School of Business
and Economics, seeks to provide students with on-the-Job

The Shanghai String
Quartet

experience and to better prepare them for the transition
from the classroom to the
workplace.
Interested students should
contact Dr. Joe Lavely. dean
of the School of Business and
Economics, as soon as possible. His phone number Is
395-2045. and his office is on
the first floor of Hlner
Building.
Centel of Virginia has
210,000 customers at various
locations, including Farmvillr
and Charlottesville, and
ranks third among the 20
telecommunications companies doing business in Virginia, said Henry Burton, a
Centel spokesman.
The regional office is responsible for all of Centel's
operations In Virginia and
also In North Carolina, where
there are 198.000 customers.
Burton said. Centel of Virginia is a subsidiary of the
Chicago-based Centel Corp..
which has operations In nine
states.

H-SC Fine Arts
To Present Play

national recognition. In 1985.
they were selected to represent China at the Portsmouth
International String Quartet
Competition in England,
where they were awarded
second prize.
In this country, the
Quartet won first prize in the
presUglous Chicago Discovery
Competition in 1987. They
have been ensemble-ln-residence at the Tanglewood Music Festival, the Juilliard
School. Northern Illinois
University, and this year at
the University of Richmond.
They give more than 50 concerts each year.
Critics have praised the
Quartet for "powerfully persuasive'' and "bold, confident,
cleanly executed performances." for their "youthful
exuberance." and for their
"explorations into the
rhythms, colors and dynamics" of a variety of music.
Bob Brink, of the Palm
Beach (Fla.) Post, said the
Shanghai Quartet makes
"music to revel In."
Their concert at Longwood
is open to the public free of
charge.
For information on other
music events at Longwood.
call the Music Department
Bulletin Board at 804-395
2678.

The Hampden-Sydney De- form a comedy team which. vitality from the rock-Jazz arpartment of Fine Arts and the much to their delight, rangements of Michael RuJongleurs present the appears on the Johnny pert." quotes Frank Rich of
musical comedy 3 Guys Carson Show. The group's the New York Times. It was
Naked From The Waist Down. rise to fame includes a hit the winner of the Drama Desk
The play opens on Thursday. television series and a major Award in 1984 85.
The main characters In the
March 29, with performances motion picture. The action
play are Hampden-Sydney
on Friday, March 30. and takes place In the mid
Saturday. March 31. The nineteen eighties, and is full students Jared Mauney. Doug
Seizer. and John Fleming.
curtain rises in Johns of contemporary humor.
Reviewers
loved
the
play
The
supporting cast members
Auditorium at 8 p.m. each
when
it
opened
on
Broadway.
are
Peter Peterson. Paul
night. Tickets are $3 for
adults, and $2 for students, "Riotous! The inventive young Plechocki. and Ernest Wood.
and can be purchased at the creators of 3 Guys Naked are Hampden-Sydney's own Marbursting with daring ideas ilouise "Mel" Michel, Lecturer
door.
The play involves three about how to do musicals. In Fine Arts, directs the pro
stand-up comedians who The score receives a surge of ductlon.

Professor of Classics Speaks on
Myth at H-SC

Robert J. Mondi, associate
professor of classics at Randolph-Macon Woman's College, will speak on "Myth:
Metaphor and Model" on
Wednesday. March 28. at
4:30 p.m. in Parents and
Friends Lounge in Venable
Hall on the campus of
Hampden-Sydney College.
The lecture, which Is open
to the public. Is sponsored by
Hampden-Sydney's Depart-

ment of Classics and the College's chapter of Eta Sigma
Phi, the national honorary
classical fraternity.
Mondl has taught at RMWC since 1981. He received
an A.B. degree in mathematics from Princeton University
n 1972 and a Ph.D. degree in
■lasslcal philology from Harvard University in 1978. In
1986-87. he was a fellow at
the Center for Hellenic Stud-

ies in Washington. D.C.
Mondl has published several papers In leading classical Journals, and last year he
contributed a chapter on
"Greek and Near Eastern
Mythology" to the book Ap
proaches to Myth. He has also
presented papers on myth at
meetings of regional and national professional associations.
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^ Spring Weekend *
•
Events
Thursday, April 5
8:00

Comedian - Jeff Allen, Lancer Cafe

Friday, April 6
Oozeball Preliminaries
9:00
Movie "Creature from the Black Lagoon",
3-D glasses provided
BMOC — Zeta
Saturday, April 7
9:00
10:00-12:00
11:30- 1:30
12:00
12:00
12:00 - 2:00
12:00 - 3:00
Tug of War
12:00 - 5:00
12:30 - 4:30
1:00-4:00
3:00 - 5:00
5:00 - 6:00
5:00 - 7:00
8:00- 11:00
Midnight -

Chili Cook off
WLCXDJs
Lunch - Stubbs Mall
Judging of Chili
Beer Garden Opens (Lancer Cafe)
Catalinas Performance, Lancer Pool
Band - Broken English
Photo Star - Magazine Pictures $2.00
Caricature Sketches $2.00
Hot Air Balloon Rides
WLCXDJs
Dinner, Stubbs Mall
Singer - Wayne Routolo
Band - B. S. & M.
"Rocky Horror Picture Show"

Sunday, April 8
Oozeball Finals
2:00-4:00
Band - Glass Camel
4:00 - 6:00
Band - Yams
5:00 - 6:00
Dinner
ALL EVENTS ARE LOCATED ON LANKFORD AND STUBBS MALL
RAIN LOCATION FOR ALL EVENTS IS LANKFORD STUDENT UNION
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Classifieds
Summertime at Longwood

UPDATED CPPC SPRING RECRUITER SCHEDULE
MARCH
6
7
S
20
20&21
21
22
30

Summer Session Dates
F.N. Wolf Investments*
Cavalier Hotels - summer (New Smoker)
Harris Teeter*
U.S. Army (New Smoker)

First 3 Week Session
First 4 Week Session
Second 4 Week Session

State Farm Insurance*
Portfolio Center* - adv. school
U.S. Marines (New Smoker)
Service Master*
Peebles Dept. Stores*
Defense Logistics Agency*

Reminder: Only courses taken at Longwood
count towards your GPA.

ma
ii
25-27

May 21 - June 8
June 18 - July 13
July 16 - August 10

FOR COMMUTER STUDENTS ONLY

mru TOG

K-Mart Apparel*
Kings Dominion - summer (New Smoker)
U.S. Marines (New Smoker)

An informal opportunity to learn about campus services and
communicate your needs as a commuter student
Come have lunch in Lancer Cafe then join us
from 12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, APRIL 6: MS BARBARA AGEE.
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT HEALTH
FRIDAY, APRIL 13: MS. CLAUDIA LOGAN,
DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID
FRIDAY, APRIL 20: MS. SAUNDRA BOLLINGER.
REGISTRAR

♦Seniors must sign-up in advance at CPPC, 2nd
Floor South Ruffner. Resumes must be completed
before the interview. Interviewing skills and
resume writing workshops are held throughout
the semester.

Spring Weekend Issue

Upcoming
Events
Tuesday- 3
Eating disorders
workshop 1PM2PM Counseling
Services
Workshop:
Networking for
success 1PM CPPC
. S. Ruffner
Heart of
Virginia Chorale
7:30 PM Johns
Memorial Church
Parish House.

Information on this calen
dar is collected and coordinated through the Student
Union Ofilce. 1st Floor Lankford Student Union. Longwood College.
For student organizations

Friday-6

Saturday - 7

Spring Weekend
Movie Series: 3-D
"Creature From
the Black Lagoon"
7PM Lancer Cafe

Junior Art
Exlbltion 9-12:1-5
Bedford Gallery
Spring Weekend
Movie Series:
Rocky Horror
Picture Show 12
AM Lankford Mall

°r college departments to
make entries a campus calendar form must be fllledou
and returned to the Student
Union Office.
Deadline Is the Tuesday
preceding publication date.

Sunday - 8

Monday - 9
Junior Art
Exlbltion 9-12:1-5
Bedford Gallery
Alcohol Support
Group 6PM-7PM
Counseling
Services
Workshop:
Interviewing Skills
4PM CPPC
S. Ruffner
Chamber Music
Series Shanghai
String Quartet
8PM Wygal Recital
Hall
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Features
Music Review: "The Edge Of Rock"
If you're a big fan of
progress or alternative music,
but you're not really sure
which recording artists that
you really want to plunk
down your hard-earned cash
for. then check this disc out
thoroughly.
The Edge of Rock has ten
of the better, although not
well known, artists making
the kind of music you want to
listen to. This disc has
Camper Van Beethoven,
Santa Cruz. California's favorite sons (and daughter);
newcomer Luclnda Williams;
the bizarre but palatable Dinosaur Jr.: Winter Hours;
quirky and quixotic Close
Lobsters from Scotland; Syd
Straw, formerly of Golden
Palomino's fame; Mary's
Danish, the band, not the

pastry; the Meat Puppets;
Boston's sarcastic, pessimistic and sometimes nihilistic Lemon Heads; and finally Wire.
The Edge of Rock is an
excellent menu for those of
you who are already well
aware of the artists listed
above, or are new to the
entire genre of progressive/alternative music.
The tracks that compose this
disc are of good choice and
enjoyable to listen to. The
sound quality is not that of
what you would find on a
complete digital recording,
but the sound engineers did a
good Job with the original
studio tapes.
Camper Van Beethoven's
latest single, "Pictures of
Matchstlck Men" is the

Longwood's Youngest
Sophomore
I am not smarter than
anyone else, I Just learn faster
than most people." says thirteen year old Michael Crawley.
Michael is finishing up his
fourth semester here at Longwood. For now his major is
undeclared, but he Is leaning
toward chemistry. He is a
commuter student who lives
right outside of Farmville.
In three years. Michael
went through elementary
school. He took kindergarten
and first grade In one year.
second and third the next
year and so on. In the sixth
grade he moved to Maryland
and then back to Farmville,
and in the process never
finished sixth grade. Then he
enrolled in Prospect Christ ain
Academy and finished sixth.
seventh, eighth grade. As for
high school he took it through
the mail. He would get the
books and materials in the
mall and then he would send
the test back. It was harder
this way he says, because
there were no teachers to help
or to answer his questions.
When Michael attended his
first year at Longwood. he
was still taking high school
courses through the mail.
College classes were a little

harder than he had expected.
For example he never had to
write research papers, so
when he had to write papers
for English he found it a lot
harder. But having the professors here to answer questions and help with problems
Is a definite plus, he says.
Also, he was not sure how
professors would treat him,
but they treat him like any
other student.
Since he Is a fast learner,
he feels like he missed out on
his childhood, but It has
given him the chance to get
ahead in degrees and in
working world. He says he
has never been discouraged,
but If he had to do it all over,
he would take it a little
slower. After graduating from
Longwood Michael plans to
work for Dow laboratories.
When he Is not in school
he works at the campus computer lab or at a doctor's office. Since he Is part-time he
spends a lot of time in the
commuter lounge. He says
that the commuter association and the other commuters
have all been very accepting
and that he has made some
good friends since coming to
Longwood.

Spring Weekend Music
Spring Weekend rocks with
four bands and a solo artist,
Beginning Saturday. Broken
English plays from 12-3 p.m.
Wayne Rllatolo from 5-7 p.m.
and BS and M ends the lineup. playing from 8 11 p.m.

Sunday. Glass Camels be
gins at noon and goes off
when Yams comes on at 2
then ending at 4 p.m.
So come on out and rock
the weekend away!

opening cut. With Us haunting overture of violins and
steady percussion, along with
a superb layer of guitar and
bass, draws you into the song
and makes you feel like
turning It real loud and
repeating it several times.
Another outstanding track
on the compilation is the
Cure song "Just Like Heaven"
as Interpreted by Dinosaur
Jr. The texture of the guitar
work is rather pleasant and
turns a danceable tune into a
song of sorts in which to vent
your rage. Still. I like It.
Syd Straw's contribution,
"Future 40's" features R.E.M.
frontman Michael Stipe on
backing vocals. This song is
an aural delight, with Stipes'
deep voice with a trace of the
incomprehensible facet that

makes Stipe sound the way
that he does, complementing
Straw's wavy soprano, that
often breaks Into a falsetto
that could break your beer
mug. The musical accompaniment Is staggering, being
very melodic and euphonic.
"Future 40's" would probably be my favorite track on
this disc if It weren't for the
contribution by the Lemon
Heads. Covering the song that
Suzanne Vega had a Top 40
hit with a couple of years ago.
"Luka." Starting off with cacophonlc guitar licks, the
Lemon Heads stage an excellent cover disregarding the
harmonics of Suzanne Vega,
by attacking the song with a
ferocious attitude of electric
guitars turned up real loud. I
played this for a friend and he

couldn't believe how much
better this version was than
the original. Nuff said.
The last track Is "In Vivo"
by the British band Wire. A
very jumpy and catchy tune
that is highly danceable. it's
about, I think, a revolution
that begins with an "In vitro
in vtvo." I've no idea what the
hell that means, but it must
mean something. Then again.
maybe it doesn't.
The disc Is good, but its
occasional crackle and hiss
disturbed me somewhat. I
give the disc a three stars out
five for the great diversity of
the artists and the exposure
that they'll hopefully receive.

D. C. Seminar For Credit
Spend two weeks in
Washington. DC — For
Credit!
Washington: Ready for life
after graduation? The Women
As Leaders Seminar can help
prepare for your career.
The two-week long, credit
Women As Leaders Seminar
features classes, receptions,
workshops and panel discussions to prepare women for
the world of work. Each par-

ticipant will also be paired
with a professional In her
chosen field, for a full day of
on-the-Job "mentoring."
"Women As Leaders not
only helped me refine my career goals." said Shelley Feist,
alumna of 1986 session. "It
helped me find my first Job."
Feist now serves as the legislative assistant to a United
States Senator.
Applications for the May

13-26 session are now being
accepted. The program fee Is
$435. the housing fee Is
$230. Scholarships and
group discounts are available.
For more Information, contact
your campus liaison, or The
Washington Center. 514
Tenth Street. N.W.. Suite 600.
Washington. DC 20004. The
telephone number is (202)
624-8085.

"Top Girls" Presented at
Longwood
By ANTHONY TASSA
There is a magnetic wind
blowing indomitably outward
from Jarman Auditorium,
across the green fields of
Longwood College, through
Lancer Cafe, past Wygal. beyond Wynne, encircling the
entire campus, behind
Stubbs. Cox. Wheeler, the
Colonnades, and the high
rises. It is filled with all the
vitality and raw energy of a
tidal wave, and with every
moment that passes. It grows
stronger and ever more Impregnable. It is the power of
the outsider among us. Mr.
Rick Scott, the guest director
for the Longwood Players' and
Speech and Theatre Department's latest production. Top
Girls.
Mr. Scott, in his first trip
to Virginia, has come to Farmville with the opportunity to
grab the hearts of the entire
campus, and from April 1821 at 8 p.m.. present to the
school, a play of indescribable
magnitude. He has readily
accepted the challenge by
honoring Longwood with his
distinguished and eminent
presence.

"Caryl Churchill is a very nior English and Theatre mapolitical writer so this should jor. Amy is no stranger to
prove to be a controversial Jarman, having recently apshow." says Mr. Scott. "It Is peared as Helen Dlngleberry
extremely difficult actingwlse In the contorted play. Baby
and is an excellent learning with the Bathwater. She Is
experience for the girls. There especially excited about this
Is a good sense of ensamble." show because It Is the first
The members of both cast time that she and her sister,
and crew for Top Girls have Emily, will perform together
been exuberantly over- In a production. This, no
whelmed by his knowledge of doubt, can only enhance the
theatre and his intense pro- ensamble and electricity of
the all female production.
fessionalism.
"He has a very professional Emily, playing the roles of
style." says Junior Theatre Patient Giiselda and Shona.
and Math major, Audrey Is also a Theatre and English
Crane of Colorado. "He really major and she has seen much
makes everyone work at what work this year. Her first role
at Longwood was in Androcles
they are doing."
Audrey, who is playing the and the Lion in which she
roles of Lady Nijo and Mrs. played Isabella. She also was
Kidd, most recently appeared featured as Juliet In Romeo
In Btloxi Blues at the State and Juliet
If all the talent, enthusiTheatre, playing the role of
asm,
and raw energy surDaisy Hannlgan. She has also
been seen in The Nerd and A rounding the theatre departUttle Something far the Ducks ment these days, comes toat Hampden-Sydney College. gether with the animation of
This will be her first chance Caryl Churchill's visionary
to show her talents on script, Jarman is in for an
evening of exciting and asJarman's stage.
The role of Marlene. Top tounding theatre.
Girls' main character, is
played by Amy Roderer. a se-
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Personals

Congratulations to Beth
3rd Floor — Thanks for the
Student Assistance Is now
Pettier
on 1st runner-up In accepting applications for
best four years of my life
ya'HIM Kim. Cathy. Anne. the Miss Longwood Pageant. scholarships, fellowships,
LeeAnn. Ashton. Kooch. We love you. — Your KA Sis grants and loans for the
Gena. Zig. Peterman. and the ters
1990 91 school year.
unmentionables. WALSTIBI!
According to the president
Congratulations
to
all
the
Donna Bester — Have a
Hip-Hip — Let it rip! Best — Nancy B.
of Student Assistance. Mark
winners and contestants In Caffey, millions of dollars
great week! Thanks for al- of luck Longwood Lacrosse
Congratulations to Sopho- the Miss Longwood Pageant. available to students for fi
ways being there for me. — Team!
mores Spencer Dickens. Su- — Love the KA's.
nanclal aid go unclaimed
Love your Iw Twin
each year.
Susan Beckwith — You are san Gardner. Joshua DiaTo
the
KA
Pledges
—
You
mond.
Edwin
Umstead.
Juliet
Caffey believes Student
Trl Sigmas! — Awesome the best kid ever! Keep studyare
doing
a
wonderful
Job.
We
Assistance will help many
Lip-Sync - You all are the ing and remember I love you! Taylor. All five have been
— Your mom
students. "Education should
Best! — Love. An Admirer
awarded 2 year Army ROTC love you. — Your KA Sisters
not be prohibited because of
Scholarships. — ROTC Dept.
Joy — YOU ARE KING. cost", he added.
Bradley, Tammy. Kim and
To all those awesome KA's
Jason Casano — Let's get Thanks for everything. —
If you are a high school
Sarah — Thank you guys for — You are all so cool — We it started. — I love you.
Love
your
L.
S.
student
or college student
a great Birthday. — Love Steff love you Viking and Co.
and would like to fill out an
(Northern Buddies)
Gregg Bailey — You're Hot.
Applications for the application, please send a
Wanted — Someone to pay
Let's get together again someattention to a pair of cute
Dina F. — What color is time soon. — Wishingly Emerging Leader Award, a self-addressed stamped ennew addition to the annual velope to: Student Assistance.
boobies. If Interested contact your hair? Where do you get Mussy
Leadership and Involvement P.O. Box 57037. Webster.
the commuter student your orange make-up? Do
Awards,
are available at the Texas 77598.
lounge.
you do aerobics? — An
Betsy — You're the best Information desk of Lankford
Admirer
thing that has happened to Student Union.
Laura Novella Marks. #12
To Canada — "Am I
me since I came to LC. Let's
Applicants must be Long— We are approaching 5
KendaJ - Get a life! Get a keep it that way. —xoxo
hurting you" — Love always.
wood freshmen. The applicamonths now!! You've made "real" girlfriend. Ate a pump- Richie
The dynamic duo!
tion consists of a two-page
me the happiest guy on the kin lately? — An Honest Peressay; details are on the
face of the world. Thanx for 5 son
Charlie Martin — I love the
Brent B. and Jamie W. — application.
months and may the next 5
way
you move!! — An admirer
Catch a clue — Boot Her!
Deadline for return of the
be as great. I LOVE you now
I would like to thank all
application is Monday. April 9
and always will — CEF #40
the girls on second floor Tabb
To AXP Brandon Williams
Yo-Karen — You are cool. at 5 p.m. This award includes
who are team members of the Remember to study hard. I'll
— Do you have a shake to go
Dave The Stripper" G — Fast Finishers on Mud Maid- be right there to cheer you on. monetary recognition.
with those buns?
The personals from me are all ens. Get mean and muddy — Love your Big Sis
Kendall — Why Her?
in fun. Please do not get mad. girls! — Nancy
Addle — Do you like
and tell your little women
seafood? — Yours Truly. The
that also. Have you guessed
Attention Alpha Gam Girls Red Lobster
KA Pledges — Keep up the
who this is yet? I would like terrific work. You are all su— Keep your hearts strong.
to hear your sexy voice more per! — We love you. Your Big
Bonds that bind last forever.
Buzz — I'm watching you!!!
Every one of you is special and
often on the radio. Any strip- Sisters
contribute to the spirit of me.
tease acts lately? — Guess
"Mrs. C.C." — Have fun
— The Secret Gam
Who?
Happy birthday to all the
Saturday night? Nice body
March KA's. Jennifers. VaC. V.. C.H. and S. G. - huh?
Kim and Sarah — Have ya lerie. Kandl. Andrea.
Nice pictures Friday night! We
Congratulations to 3rd
found out who took your tree,
had a blast. We'll have to do it floor Curry on having the hall
yet? We know and we're not
Suzle Lawman — Hi Mom!
again sometime! — Love N. L. saved. Thanx to everyone who
telling. Those one o'clock — Your Kid
worked hard to see it saved!
nights really get to /all, don't
Ken H. — EoE — We've
Bobby — I know who your Love you guys!! Jan-Maire
Squibby — Way to party
they?! Y'all must be getting
young lady! Trust me. every- been watching you and we secret scam is! — Mitch
old!! — Love ya. Mates
thing will work out for the like what we see.
Dennis - Thanx for the last
Mark S. need some vase- 6 1/2 months! They've been
Bradley "Stinker" M — best. — Love Dave
To the unknowledgable line! — M.
Thank you for my skunk and
the best. I love you! Janand
naive person who deTo
the
Brothers
of
Tau
card. Flower is more of a
Malre
MicheUe — Love that 36 B
likeness of you. especially the Kappa Epsilon — We want graded the Deltas. I guess you
Todd and Mark - Where in
backend.
— Your to thank you all for your help. don't know the true meaning and those sexy underwear! — the hell were you guys? That's
It would not have been a of the Delta fraternity and Guess who
loveable other
the last time I come visit. It's
success without you! —The what it stands for. As we are
Tues. April 10 7:30 p.m. in your turn! Lova ya both - JnvJ
The sisters and pledges of AM's
learning now. — The 17 of us Lancer Dancer Studio - InterZeta Tau Alpha would like to
- How ya like us now
est meeting for a Ballroom
Trl Slg — You all did great
wish all the contestants in
Poo Bear — I know you are
Dance Team and for a PE during Greek week. — Love
BMOC Good Luck!
class in Ballroom & Social The Pledges
glad this week Is over. I'm
Dance.
sure you did a great Job. I
To the ZTA pledge class — hope you are careful on your
% V/OULD LIKC
You guys are doing great! overnight trip. Thanks for
A BONO...Keep up the good work!! Zeta being so special!! I love you!
...SAVINGS 8ON0
— The sisters of Zeta Tau — 'Your boy" Dave
Alpha.
GEIST would like to thank
Mush. Shawn and Deb the
following organizations for
Thanx for being the best
making
the BLOODMOBILE a
room/suite mates! Next year
huge
success:
Tau Kappa
will be a blast - especially
Longwood
with more friends like Copius, Epsilon,
Ambassadors.
Sigma
Kappa.
Calvin. Cornelius and ClydePsl
Chi.
Alpha
Phi
Omega.
Max. Love you guys - JanAf*Wi.&VROTC. Delta Sigma Pi. 1989
Maire.
Geist Members. Ken Vaiden,
£>oT*L 6£G1NNINC OF 7*1
AAn Pledges — You all are Student
Government
TWILIGHT ZONE..
great! Keep up the good work! Association and all students,
POO t>oo
poo
POO
g>oTt\tmL SONG To frt£.
— Love Kristin
faculty and staff members
ORIGINAL 5ATMAN T.Y.*H0W.'
who found time to make doPOO
POO
POO
&o A 6ROUf Of CHILDREN
Jiggers — Don't FREAK! nations.
For information about the
>O0
POO
POO POO
OESXRlfrlNG WHAT TH£V
missing bag ask Shara. I'm
Q 30ST &T£PP£D IN.
sure she'll help ya.

The Sociology/ Anthropology Club meets the 1st
and 3rd Thursday of every
month at 1:30 In room 225.
All majors welcome!!

Bill Harrigan — You are so
cool! Thanks for last weekend
... it was really the best! I
think I'm falling in love with
you! — Love. You know who

(A
O
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Features

Maturani to Present
Piano Recital
Marilyn Muns Maturani. a
senior at Longwood College,
will present a piano recital on
Friday evening. April 6. at 8
o'clock in Wygal Recital Hall.
She will play the first
movement of Mozart's Sonata
In F major. K.497 for piano
duet with her father. Dr.
George Muns. former chairman of Longwood s Department of Visual and Performing Arts.
The recital program also
will feature two original
compositions by Ms. Maturani. entitled "High Time" and
"Monkey Rag." plus works by
Handel. Beethoven. Chopin.
Debussy, and Bartok.
Ms. Maturani is a resident
of Rice and has been actively
involved with the music pro-

gram of St. Theresa Catholic
Church and the Rice
Community Choir.
At Longwood she has been
a member of the Concert
Choir, Camerata Singers.
Jazz Band, and Handbell Ensemble. The latter group recently performed her arrangement of four old
Christmas carols entitled
Void le Noel."
Before beginning music
study at Longwood, Ms.
Maturani earned a Bachelor
of Arts degree In psychology
from the University of
Kentucky In Lexington.
The public is invited to attend her recital and the
reception following it in the
Haga Room of Wygal
Building.

Music
Festival
Finalized
at H-SC

This

Week

in
Pictures

The Hampden-Sydney Music Festival Board of Directors
met recently to finalize plans
for the opening of the 1990
two-week Festival on May 27.
Henry H. McVey. president of
the festival since 1985, was
recognized for this excellent
service. McVey, of Richmond,
is a member of the Board of
the Richmond Symphony and
a current member of the
Board of Trustees of Hampden-Sydney College. He is a
partner In the legal firm of
McGulre. Woods. Battle, and
Boothe. McVey and his wife
Reba. who graduated from
the Peabody Conservatory of
Music, were thanked for their
Inspirational leadership over
the past five years.
The 1990 Festival Board
Officers were elected. Mr. J.
Edwin Givens of Richmond,
will serve as president. He Is
a member of the Board of the
Richmond Symphony, past
member of the Board of VisiHe is professor emeritus of tors at Virginia Tech. and
Stanford University, where he President of the Virginia Tech
spent the past 30 years doing Foundation. Mr. Givens has
brain research. He was been on the Music Festival
professor of neurosclence in board since 1985. Mrs. Reba
the Departments of Psychol- McVey will serve as viceogy and of Psychiatry and the president. Other board officers are Candy Dowdy, who
Behavioral Sciences.
Dr. Pribram is the author will serve as secretary. Ms.
Kim Brown and James Forrest give their rendition of
of several books and some Dowdy is the Director of Cor- "Short and Nappy" from the movie School Daze which won
porate and Foundation Rela- them first prize at the 2nd Annual Association of Black Stu300 articles.
The forum is sponsored by tions at Longwood College. dents Lip Sync Contest
Longwood's School of Educa- Dr. Keith Fitch, a Professor of
History at Hampden-Sydney
tion and Human Services.
Educators and other Inter- College, will serve as treaested persons in the area are surer. Fitch also serves as the
invited to attend the forum Festivals managing director.
and participate in the discussion. For more information.
call Dr. Mary Stuart Woodburn at 395-2347.
Dr. Randall Evans, a North Medicine. He continued at the
Carolina neuropsychologist. U.N.C. Medical School as a
will speak at Hampden-Syd- Clinical Assistant Professor of
ney College on Friday. April 7. Psychiatry.
Presently the director of
at 1:30 p.m.. In the Parents &
the
Carolina Community ReFriends Lounge of Hampdenentry
Program. Dr. Evans is
Sydney College. The lecture Is
charged
with developing refree and open to the public.
She has won numerous
The topic of his lecture will be habilitation programs at
awards. Including first prizes
This space contributed as
the "Neuropsychological Ef- North Carolina's newly
a public service.
opened center for traumatlfrom the Irene Leach Memofects of Drugs."
cally brain-injured adults.
rial and competitions of the
Dr. Evans received his B.S.
Dr. Evans has initiated
EATM
IWIIT
S
IKUY
LMKU.
poetry societies of Virginia
degree
from
Hampden-Sydney
and directed numerous reand Georgia.
Recommendations:
College in 1977. where he search studies on the pharA former English and
Eat high-fiber foods, such as
served as president of the macological treatment of neuJournalism teacher. Simpson
fruits, vegetables, and whole
student body. He received his rological disorders. He has
holds degrees from Wlnthrop
grain products. Eat fewer highM.A. in psychology from Trin- authored and co-authored
College (S.C.) and from Longity University in San Antonio, more than forty publications
fat foods. Maintain normal
wood. Her husband is an Enand his Ph.D. in clinical psy- on this topic. He is a reviewer
body weight. And live long and
glish professor at Hampdenchology from the United of the Journal of Nervous and
prosper
Sydney College.
States International Univer- Mental Disease and. coThe Authors Series Is
sity. He was appointed to a founder of the Southern Calisponsored by Longwood's DeSOOTY IT I 100 ACS 2345
Post-Doctoral Fellowship at fornia Head Injury Foundapartment of English. Philosthe National Institute of tions, and a member of North
ophy, and Modern Languages
AMERICAN Health at the Biological SciCarolina's brain injury task
and
the
Longwood
4/CANCER
ences Research Center at the force.
Art Council.
North Carolina School of

Neuropsychologist
Lectures at H-SC
Dr. Karl H. Pribram. a
brain researcher and former
head of the Neuropsychology
Laboratories at Stanford
University, will be the speaker
for a forum at Longwood
College on Thursday, April 5.
beginning at 7 p.m. in the
Red/White/Green Rooms of
Lankford Building.
The topic for the forum is
The Development of Brain
Research During the Past 30
Years and How It Relates to
Learning."
Currently a Commonwealth of Virginia Eminent
Scholar. Dr. Pibram Is holding the James P. and Anna
King endowed faculty chair at
Radford University.

Simpson to be Featured
at Authors Series Reading
Grace Simpson, of Hampden-Sydney. will be featured
in the next Authors Series
reading at Longwood College.
Simpson will read from her
poetry on Tuesday evening.
April 3. at 8 o'clock In Wygal
Auditorium. The reading and
the reception following it are
open to the public free of
charge.
Simpson's poems have appeared in New Virginia Re
view, Soutiwm Poetry Review,
Christian Century. Riverside
Quarterly, Plains Poetry
Journal. Poet Lore, and other
journals.

Brain Research Topic
of Pribram Lecture
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Sports
Lancers Sweep Double
Gymnastics
Good Named
Header From St. Paul's Finishes Seventh Player Of
In Regionals
The Week
Holding visiting St. Pauls
to a total of six hits for the
day. Longwood got shutout
pitching in two games last
Wednesday and whipped the
visiting Tigers 3-0 and 14-0 in
a college baseball doubleheader at Lancer Field.
In games that were originally scheduled for Thursday,
Lancers Steve Blood and Kyle
Weaver were on the mound
for the opening 3-0 win and
lefty Wyatt FUppen combined
with Brent Willard to pitch
the second game, which was
stopped on the 10-run rule
after five innings.
Blood. 1-2. pitched six innings. allowing Just two hits,
fanning seven and walking
one. Weaver hurled the final
frame. Mike Tucker had two
hits with a triple, scored one
run and drove In another to
provide all the support Blood
would need. Longwood scored
single runs in the second,
third and fifth innings.
Evening his record at 1 -1.
FUppen pitched four Innings
in the second game, giving up
three hits, walking two and
strlking out six. Willard
pitched the last Inning.
Longwood battered St.
Paul's, now 3-8. for nine runs

in the first inning and coasted
to the victory with five more
scores In the second,
Benefltting from 11 walks, the
Lancers also got nine hits and
were aided by four St. Paul's
errors.
Catcher Scott Abell had
two hits and three RBIs with
a double. Chris Porter had a
pair of hits and Tucker also
drove in two runs.
The Lancers are 13-6
heading Into twlnbllls at
home t_
against Oneonta
Tuesday af 1. against Virginia
state Thursday at 1 and
versus North Carolina A&T
Saturday at 1. The Trojans
took two from Norfolk State
last week and could provide
Longwood with a tough test.
Doubleheaders at A&T last
Saturday and at Maryland
Eastern Shore Sunday were
rained out.
Longwood will honor
baseball coach Buddy Boldlng
Tuesday at Lancer Field when
the Lancers host Oneonta. A
presentation will be made to
Bolding In between the games
with Oneonta at approxlmatery 2:30. Boldlng ls being
recognized for attaining of his
300th career victory.

Hampered by the absence
of leading performer Cindy
Shelton. Longwood scored a
165.5 at the United States
Gymnastics Federation
Southeast Regional Meet Saturday night at Indiana of
Pennsylvania and finished
seventh In the compeuon.
Host IUP scored a 185.70
to easily win the meet and
advance to nationals as IUPs
Dlna Margolin notched a

regionals." said Longwood
coach
Ruth
Budd.
"Considering that she was
absent and three of our other
top gymnasts competed with
injuries, we did pretty well."
Beth Rlsley led Longwood
in all-around with a 34.30
(13th overall), on bars (8.7.
16th) and beam (8.55. 17th).
Natalie Taylor, competing for
the first tune 'since January.
\-A T „,*..„ ~* «- n„«_ to n
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title. Centenary
was second/ at
177.95. followed by Georgia
College 176.95. West Chester
173.60. East Stroudsburg
168.85. Navy 165.9 an3
Longwood 165.5.
Shelton suffered a knee In
Jury in practice Thursday and
did not accompany the team
to regionals.
"Cindy aggravated an old
injury and it was a real shock
to the team not to have her at

SS^l2S£S
Injured
Danielle wii.«™
Williams.
who usually goes all-around.
was able to compete In Just
two events, bars and beam.
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part despite injuries.
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score Friday and victory over
East
JtttESttZ
: N^w^t
with
all the Injuries but we Newg Strotfdsbur
Apprentlce and Hamp.
did some positive things as ton University.
well." said Budd. "We set a
Last spring Tony shot a 69
new record for team score while leading Longwood to a
and got over 170 three meets record team score of 289. His
in a row. Plus, we improved 69 is the third best 18-hole
our scores in every event
total in the history of Lancer
golf.
A graduate of Albemarle
High School. Good is a sociology major. He has also been a
top reserve with the Longwood men's basketball team
Jennifer Brady collected the the past three seasons.
Spring Player of the
second RBI on a single.
The second game wa9 Week Award Winners
March 11-18. Dennis Hale
called in the sixth inning on
Baseball.
Matt Carlisle the "10-run Rule." The Lady
Baseball;
March
18-25. Mike
Eagles produced a trio of
Tucker
Baseball;
March 25three-run innings capitalizing
on Longwood pitching and April 1, Tony Good - Men's
fielding miscues. Mary r.olf.
Washington held the Lady
Lancers to four hits and one
run.
The softball squad will
travel to Ferrum on Wednesday afternoon for a 2:30 doubleheader and will play in a
two-day tournament at UNCGreensboro over the weekend.

Softball Drops Two
To Mary Washington
Golfers Win
Four-Team
Match
The Lady Lancer softball
squad suffered a twin loss at
Mary Washington last
Wednesday falling 4-2 and
12-1. Longwood's record
drops to 2-4.
Freshman shortstop Robin
Jensen scored the first Longwood run after doubling and
advancing to third on a
fielder's choice. Sophomore
centerfielder Angle Sullivan
then came through with a
clutch RBI single.
Sophomore left fielder
Laura Marks is picked up two
hits in the first game including a triple. Freshman catcher

Wyatt Flippcn

NettersFall
To
Lynchburg
Longwood's women's tennis team dropped an 8-1
decision to Lynchburg last
Tuesday afternoon at the
Lancer Courts. The loss drops
the Longwood squad's record
to 0-7 for the spring season.
Achieving the Tone Lady
Lancer win on the day was
the
No.
1
doubles
combination of freshman
Jenny Holm and soph Suzle
Lawman.
This week Longwood will
visit Southern Seminary
Thursday at 2.

S enl r

u

Lancer senior Tony Good
took medalist honors with a
5-over-par 74 Friday afternoon, leading the Longwood
men's golf team to victory in a
four-team match at Longwood
Golf Course.
Longwood scored a 305 to
beat East Stroudsburg's 313.
a 321 from Newport News
Apprentice and a 324 from
Hampton University. Coach
Steve Nelson's squad has a 3
0 record in spring match play.
Also for Longwood. Jeff
Smiley shot a 76 for the third
best score of the day. Scott
Wiseman had a 77. Frank
Allsa Bricklin and Terrl
Davide a 78. Darrell Nichols Pugh paced the Longwood
an 82 and John Benton an defense with 12 ground ball
89. Playing as individuals for recoveries and interceptions,
the Lancers were Hank Kim Goalkeeper Karen Holleman
82. Steve Crute 77 and Joe came up with five saves.
Stanley 89.
Now 2-1. Longwood is
scheduled
to host Mary
"We had a pretty good
Washington
Tuesday at 4.
showing." said Nelson, the
plays
at
Lynchburg
Thursday
Lancer coach. Tony had a and
super day^and a great round!
hosts GuUford Saturday
at 2
He had a double bogey of the
last hole, but he was frying for
a while at the start. He had
an eagle on number two."
The Lancers, who were
slated to play at VMI Monday
in a four-team match, will
take part In the Virginia State
Collegiate Championship
Saturday-Sunday at Hot
Springs.

Lacrosse Team Moves
to 2-1 With Victory
Longwood got goals from
seven different players last
Wednesday and beat homeslanding Mary Baldwin 12 7 In
a women's college lacrosse
match.
Lara Cini had three goals
to lead the Lady Lancers,
while Maria Dougherty.
Rash el Hammond, and
Denlse Hanley had two scores
each-
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Anticipated Counselor
Positions
Admissions Office

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

Longwood's Admissions Office anticipates employing two counselors beginning on or about mid-July.
One position is for five months; the other for ten
months. High energy, good communications skills
and active Involvement while at Longwood prerequisites for successful candidates.
Salary $1560.35 per month, no benefits, all travel
expenses paid. Some weekend work required.
Interested candidates need to contact Bob Chonko.
Director of Admissions at X2060.

Lonely?
Need a Date?
Meet that special
someone today!

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV PIUS RAISE

Objective Fundraiser

Call DATETIME
(405) 366-6335

Commitment Minimal

Love, laughter and a brother's hand
to hold. Our family longs for the
baby who will Till our hearts. Let's
help each other. Call collect, Ron &
Karyn in VA (804) 978-7104 or our
adoption advisor (802) 235-2312.

At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll
learn what it takes to succeed - in college
and in life. You'll build self-confidence and
develop your leadership potential. Plus you
can also qualify to earn an Army Officer's
commission when you graduate.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge It may be
just what you need to reach the top.

Money Raise SI 400.
Cost Zero Investment
Campus organizations

"ADOPTION"

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.

UP TO SI,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS

clubs

frots

sororities call OCMC ot 11804'032
0528

BE A PART OF CAMPUS LIFE!

1 800 050 8472

ext

10

CRUISE LINE
OPENINGS
HIRING NOW!!
Call (719) 687-6662
(USA)

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
For more Information. Contact COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. CPT Canon at 2138 or 2134

ATTEND CONFERENCES!
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STUDENT UNION BOARD

WILL HAVE THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS OPEN
cc
w
FOR 1990-91
u
2

E<

50
O
O

$

33,000 PART TIME
INSTATE TUITION RATES FOR ALL

>

o

You don't have to be from Virginia to take advantage of the best deal around in tuition assistance. When you join a local unit of the Virginia
Army National Guard you qualify for in-state
rates, and you can tap into our unbeatable
package of pay and education benefits that can
add up to as much as $33,000!
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Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
§
M
Mainstage
Q
Backdoor (Lancer Cafe)
O
Film
O
Black Cultural Enhancement Committee
w
Publicity
Lecture
cc
w Applications available in Lankford Information Center
cj
and must be returned by April 13.
Interviews will be held the following Week.
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All of this for just one weekend a month and
two weeks a year after initial training. We even
have a special summer training program for
college students that will get the money flowing
fast!

o
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It's real, and it's right now. But don't delay or
you might miss your chance this summer. Call now
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CO

CARICATURE ARTISTS! HOT AIR BALLOON RIDES!'"
SPRING WEEKEND!STEVEN WRIGHT! MOVIES! BANDS!
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SERGEANT FIRST CLASS
FRANK LOVERDE
*
FARAAVILLE
flj
392-8004
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